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Considering the precisions (7.17.a)-(17.17c), we find that (9.18") becomes the sense that the sequence of differences of partial sums approaches zero. While this is weaker than the absolute equiconvergence of Walsh's theorem, Haar's result is valid for expansions of a broader class of functions, namely, all Lebesgue-integrable functions. We show here that a result of equal scope may be deduced for Walsh's problem, if the method of Haar is used; for the latter method depends principally on the boundedness of the "difference-kernel," which may be shown readily.
Theorem. 7/ a Lebesgue-integrable function on the interval 0 ^ x ^ 1 be expanded in terms of Walsh's functions (1) and the sine functions (2), then the two series are uniformly equiconvergent on the interval.
The Dirichlet kernel for the Walsh functions is n Dnix, S) = 2^2 Ûkix)ûkis). k=l By using the asymptotic formula (1) we see that the difference between this kernel and the corresponding kernel for the sine functions The theorem follows.
The results of Haar [l] were extended to double series by Mitchell [3] . We note here that the theorems on equiconvergence and equisummability between the double Fourier cosine series and the double Sturm-Liouville (Haar) series which she obtains hold likewise between the double sine series and the double Walsh series. Her proofs go through practically unchanged; the formulae for the kernels of the cosine series and of the sine series are alike except for a sign which does not affect the argument, and the difference-kernels, as mentioned previously, are bounded in both cases.
